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PLEASE TAKE THE FIRST POLL AS YOU JOIN.
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You Can Do This!

Emphasis on steps to create pilot

Lots of take home resources
 Including a whole handbook

Ask your questions





EDRR identifies and removes isolated populations of weeds before they spread



 Treatment before weed is widespread

 Reduction in labor effort, (potentially) 

herbicides, treatment disturbance over time

 Cost effective

 Prevents wider spread impacts to ecosystems



EDRR Works!











Survey Geography



In an ideal world we’d walk every 
inch of a park to look for weeds. 

But this isn’t realistic.

EDRR is typically a sample of 
potential invasive plant areas based 
on our understanding of weeds and 
our lands.





Best and Worst First Approach

Choose most impacted areas and your most 
valuable habitats/sites

Disturbance areas

- fire

- construction

- fuels reduction

Rankings by Management Unit/Subwatershed

Rank Management Units or subwatersheds
and cycle through based on ranking.



Disturbance Only

- fire

- construction

- fuels reduction

- utility maintenance

This puts emphasis on areas of 
likely weed invasion irrespective of 
resource value.



Ranking by Management 
Unit/Subwatershed

You can learn more about this approach in the San 
Francisco Bay Area Network Inventorying and 
Montitoring Program EDRR protocol found here:

https://irma.nps.gov/DataStore/DownloadFile/460898



What exactly are we looking at? 

Be realistic.

Think disturbance.



 Roads

 Trails

 Roadside pullouts

 Pick up trailheads and parking 

lots as you do a trail.

 Pick up infrastructure and visitor 

use areas along the route.



 Campgrounds

 Parking lots

 Stables

 What else ya got? Throw it in the 

chat!



Water tanks

Maintenance yards

Greenwaste depots

Materials depots

Livestock congregation areas



 Creeks

 Drainages

 Rivers

These features take much longer to 
survey. 



 New Construction Areas

 Survey before if you have time for weeds that may 

be moved around

 Survey in years 1 and 2 post construction

 Wildfire Areas

 Handlines

 Dozer lines

 Staging areas

 Fuels Reduction Areas

 Utility lines



Rare Plant Areas

Restoration Sites

Sensitive Wildlife Habitat

Seeps and Springs

Others?



Do I have a boat?

Do I have a treatment method?



Best and/or Worst First 
Approach

Choose your most valuable habitats/sites and/or 
your most impacted areas.

Allows you to capture areas where weed invasion 
would be highly impactful and/or where weed 
invasion is most likely.

This can be subjective or integrated into a ranking 
system like the management unit approach in 
which high invasion potential and high resource 
values are given the strongest scores.



1) Select a Prioritization Framework

Select park units/areas to survey

2) Select features to survey

3) Create a survey schedule for pilot season

Consider timing for dominant habitat types 

and likely species for a given area. 



Park Unit Acres Miles of Rd 

& Trl

Ajumawi 6507 20

Anderson Marsh 1065 7.5

Bidwell Mansion 5

Bidwell Sac River 295 7

Placerita Canyon 356 .4

Castle Crags 3,728 28

Clear Lake 583 6

Colusa Sac River 357 1

Lake Oroville 29,122 63

McArthur Burney 

Falls

885 5

Sutter Buttes 1785 6

Woodson Bridge 362 2

William Ide B. 

Adobe

6 0.2

Shasta 24 .2

Total 45,080 146

Helpful Place to Start



Survey Geography Q&A





This section includes

A review of list examples and sources

Criteria for creating a list







Early detection species are infrequent.

You have an opportunity to map widespread 

weed species  

This significantly increases survey time



Cal WeedMapper

Cal IPC Regional EDRR Targets

WMAs

Adjacent land managers

Cal IPC Annual Weed Alerts





 Impact

 New to the area or in low distribution

 Known to be invasive

 Or related species performing similarly

 Treatment feasibility

 Terrestrial only

 Detectability

 Trainability



Use your selection criteria

Pay special attention to 
 Habitat suitability on your land

 Proximity – likelihood of introduction

 Treatment feasibility

 Impact









Review your list regularly – annually to every three years.

Be prepared to add new threats. 

 But don’t explode your list…

Don’t hesitate to drop species that are prove too widespread 

for management. 

 One Tam Brachypodium distachyon example





Data 
Management:
Strategies, tradeoffs, 
and pitfalls



Field Data Collection –
Occurrences and Treatments

Geospatial occurrence and 
treatment data in the form 
of points, lines, and 
polygons with attributes.



Protocol Options – Geometry Type



Points Vs Polygons: Calculating Area

Gross Area is a critical attribute of weed occurrence and 
treatment data.

Infested Area is calculated by multiplying Gross Area x % Cover

- Can also be thought of as area a weed actually covers (net area)

Polygons: GIS will calculate gross area for you.

Points or Lines: You must estimate a radius or buffer distance to generate 
gross area in post processing.



Geometry Type: A note on digitizing on 
mobile devices



Points Vs Polygons:
My Take

Use them all for their best purposes.

Post process to a polygon layer. Make that the data 
you take back out into the field next season.

Or start with either points or polygons in your pilot 
and adjust as needed down the road.

Take gross area somehow! 



Protocol Best Practices

Inter-patch distance = 20m

Minimum mapping unit =1m



Data Management Top Tips

Upload survey data ASAP

QC data within a week or two

Once a quarter, have someone other than the surveyor QC the 

data and point out any gaps. Do this again before any seasonal 

staff leave.



Tracklogs are 
awesome…sometimes I cheat



Tracklogs in non-traditional surveys



Tracklogs in non-traditional surveys

 Floodplain widens dramatically.

 Used tracklogs to find gaps in 
survey coverage

 Used Lidar to identify low lines and 
side channels that we can’t find in 
the field because of the vegetation 
matrix

 Now we know where we might need 
to cut access lines in the non-
breeding season for summer 
surveys.



Software: ESRI

Features
Survey123 FieldMaps

Lines Yes Yes

Polygons Yes Yes

Tracklogs No Yes

Requires AGOL Login Yes No

Survey 123 only supports one layer at a time whereas FieldMaps
supports multiple layers.



Software: Calflora

Good for data sharing 

 Important for EDRR species!

Some built in data 

management

Some features for dealing 

with messy treatment data



Baseline Data Fields

*Species Name

*Number of Individuals

*Percent Cover

*Phenology

*Date

*Surveyor

*Gross Area (autopopulated for polygons)

Distribution

Treatment

Treatment Type

Percent Treated

Notes





Rapid Response 
Strategies

RR is the point!



One Tam Rapid Response Example



Rapid Response Goals

One Tam goal is to treat 100% of 
Priority One species every year.

~65% of Priority One 
populations under management 
in 2019
 ~ 85% in 2022 

 Lesson learned: review your data

38% of Priority Two populations 
under management in 2019



Rapid Response 
Strategies

Treat on Surveys

Schedule extra 

treatment days as 

needed



Rapid Response on Surveys 



Rapid Response on Surveys 



Rapid Response 

Can you reserve a few 
days a month for rapid 
response by crews for 
important detections?



Rapid Response

Strike a balance between 
your goals and 
feasibility. Where you 
find something might be 
a big factor in treatment 
feasibility

 Examples from One Tam

 Stipa manicata

 Maytenus borianus



Rapid Response Days

• Be hardcore about BMPs

• Expect it to take longer than you think

• Take the time to search adjacent 

suitable habitat

• Have a plan for propagules – better to 

not touch the population than to 

spread it



Survey Gear

Surveying Equipment

 Pack

 Device
 Loaded with maps, data

 Binoculars/Monoculars

 Specimen bags

Safety Equipment

 First aid kit

 Radio

 High vis (roads/riparian)

Personal

 Water

 Lunch

 Sunscreen

Treatment Equipment

 Hori hori/pick

 Pruner

 Hand saw

 Weed bags

BMPs

 Brushes

 Gaiters



Rapid Response Q&A



Integrating EDRR into Existing 
Weed Management Programs

One off treatments don’t 
eradicate a population.

How will you follow up in 
subsequent years?



Tradeoffs

Can you shift some resources from legacy weed control projects?
Consider in days/dollars/percentages.

Can you secure funding?
Pro Tip: WMAs are back and funding many projects.

Can volunteers do some of your existing weed control?

Contractors?



Squeeze it in!

On hikes to sites.

Focus on places you already 

manage.

Drop 15 minutes of a task to look for 

a few targets.



Planning for future EDRR

Can you commit to putting X percentage of any new funds or 
positions toward EDRR?



Set Realistic Goals

Limit your list and geography 

as needed.

Put RR priorities onto your 

calendar/work plan for 

subsequent years.

Review treatment options 

when timing stacks up.



EDRR can be great for morale



Approaches for starting small



Approaches for starting small

1. Allocate a fixed amount of time and do something

Potential framework

- Half day data/field prep

- 3 days surveying

- 1 day rapid response

- Half day QC



Approaches for starting small

2. Put a BOLO on two to five plants

 Train field staff on two to five new weeds.

 Give them a simple tool (and time!) to map them.

 Raise awareness through bulletin boards, break 

rooms, newsletters, etc.

Informal EDRR is more than no EDRR.



Approaches for starting small

3. Mine Existing Data

Pick two to five species to explore.

 Calflora

 iNaturalist

 Ask neighboring agencies if they’ve seen these weeds locally.

 Ask questions at your WMA meetings.

Simply learning about distributions of uncommon weeds will help 
you prioritize.



Approaches for starting small

4. Start at the left side of the curve 
with Prevention if you don’t have 
time for EDRR.

Pirate my existing presentations



Approaches for starting small:
Notes for intrepid field staff



From Zero to Pilot 

1. Determine how much time you have for EDRR. If you have 1 week of 

survey time, plan on 3.5 days surveying, 1 day data QC/prep, half day treatment

2. Select Geography

3. Create Species List. Then train on it.

4. Choose data platform. Develop mandatory fields. Use the data system and know 

you have to revise following pilot.

5. Prepare for Treatments and BMPs with equipment and training.

6. Get out there. You’ve got this!





Review of resources 
to jumpstart your pilot





Field exercises for staff training

Plant ID presentations

Plant list digital examples

BMP presentation

What to treat cheat sheet

Other cheatsheets







Final Q&A


